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 by jules:stonesoup   

Seoul Country Korean Restaurant 

"Great Korean Barbeque"

Seoul Country Korean Restaurant, the name is enough to lure Asian

cuisine lovers to this famous restaurant. For over 30 years, the restaurant

has been offering a limited yet satisfying menu of Korean soups, rice

dishes, barbeque, a beef specialty named Bulgogee and a variety of

Korean-style noodles. The interiors of the restaurant is kept simple and

unpretentious but the magnificent overlooking view of the Rocky

mountains makes up for this lack of character. Fresh food in wholesome

quantity and the great views combined together make for a perfect

comfort meal.

 +1 403 762 4941  215 Banff Avenue, Banff AB

 by Dinner Series   

Coyotes Southwestern Grill 

"Charming Southwestern Fare"

This tiny restaurant is one of Banff's most highly regarded casual eateries.

Casual Coyote's focus is Southwestern cuisine, and the decor obliges with

Arizona-style prints adorning the walls. The breakfast menu offers the

expected egg and toast dishes including huevos rancheros, while

sandwiches and corn-crusted pizzas are featured at lunchtime. The dinner

menu serves a variety of meat, chicken and fish entrees, such as Alberta

Beef Tenderloin and Blue Corn Chicken, along with calzones, pizzas and

pastas. Coyote's has an impressive wine list and a full bar.

 +1 403 762 3963

(Reservations)

 www.coyotesbanff.com  coyotes@coyotesbanff.com  206 Caribou Street, Banff AB

 by IntangibleArts   

Magpie & Stump Restaurant &

Cantina 

"Dine the Tex-Mex Style"

A 40-year old Japanese rice wine bottle above which rests a caribou head

mounted on the wall welcomes patrons at the Magpie & Stump Restaurant

& Cantina. Inspired by the Wild West theme, the decor of this restaurant

and saloon is rich in character featuring matchbooks, old bottles and

animal heads. The menu offers a thorough Mexican fare with tacos,

nachos, fried ice cream and a variety of tequilas. The energetic vibe of the

cheerful staff and the friendly locals creates a festive atmosphere on

every occasion. So drop in and enjoy life the Tex-Mex style!

 +1 403 762 4067  203 Caribou Street, Banff AB
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